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OUR HISTORY
Wildlife Specialists, LLC was founded in 2007 to provide clients with comprehensive wildlife assessment, planning,
monitoring, and consulting services. We currently maintain two regional offices located in northcentral and
southeastern Pennsylvania and are available to provide services to clients throughout the Northeast, Midwest,
and Mid-Atlantic states. Our staff are well-established professionals who have a wide range of experience and
expertise in wildlife management, research, and monitoring at the local and statewide levels throughout the
eastern United States, and have extensive experience communicating and negotiating with regulatory natural
resource agencies. In addition, we have specific expertise in providing the full range of sensitive species and
habitat assessments necessary for most development projects. In addition, we maintain close working
relationships with a wide range of qualified plant and wildlife experts who can fill any voids that may exist in our
own capacity.

OUR MISSION
Wildlife Specialists’ mission is to provide consulting services that use the latest technology and highly qualified
experts to produce the highest quality results compatible with our clients’ management goals and the
appropriate protocols developed by state and federal wildlife management agencies.
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OUR SERVICES
Environmental Review
Wildlife Specialists has well-established relationships with state and federal
agencies, enabling us to successfully negotiate the environmental review process
for our clients. Our staff is well versed in the environmental review processes for
Pennsylvania and New York State and has a thorough knowledge of state and
federal agency protocols and management requirements for most sensitive
species. During the review process, we provide clients with advice on agency
expectations, anticipated species impacts based on project size and location, and
when surveys should be conducted. We provide this information to our clients in
an effort to ensure the proper surveys are conducted in a timely manner that is
conscious of their permitting and development schedules while maintaining
accepted survey protocols.
We are committed to our clients throughout the entire project and provide a
variety of consultation services related to the environmental review process.
These services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing clients with a list of anticipated species surveys.
Negotiating agency environmental review responses with the client and respective agencies.
Developing a survey plan based on seasonal survey restrictions and agency protocols.
Conducting fieldwork, GIS mapping, and compiling comprehensive reports acceptable to the agencies.
Follow-up with agencies after report submission to ensure a timely response for project clearance letters.
Negotiating survey results with clients and agencies to reach a mutually agreed upon solution if the project
will affect critical habitat or resources.
Providing mitigation and restoration plans as directed by the agencies.
Implementing mitigation and restoration plans.
Long-term monitoring or follow-up surveys where applicable.

Wildlife Specialists staff hold a variety of certifications required by federal and state regulatory agencies for
species -specific surveys and management.
Wildlife Specialist’s Staff Certifications
➢ Certified Wildlife Biologists®
➢ Qualified Bat Surveyors
➢ Qualified Timber Rattlesnake Biologists – NY, NJ, and PA
➢ Qualified Timber Rattlesnake Construction Monitors
➢ Qualified Bog Turtle Surveyor for PA, NY, MD, and DEP
➢ Qualified Northeastern Bulrush Surveyor
➢ Qualified Botanists
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➢ PA DCNR Wild Plant Management Permitees
➢ Training in USACOE Wetland Delineation and Property
Hydric Soils Indicators
➢ PA Licensed Wildlife Pest Control Operators
➢ QDMA Certified Deer Steward & LCP Qualified Inspectors
➢ Qualified Stormwater Managers
➢ PA Certified Pesticide Applicators
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Project Management and Execution
• Wildlife Specialists is a comprehensive natural resources consulting company that provides clients with a
“one-stop-shop” for all of their environmental surveying needs.
• We offer professional staff recognized by the agencies as qualified to conduct all rare, threatened and
endangered species surveys that may be required by agencies when developing projects (bats, rattlesnakes,
woodrats, birds, rare plants, wetlands).
• Unlike many consulting firms, our staff is dominated by professional wildlife biologists and ecologists who
are intimately familiar with RTE species and the often-complex and dynamic nature of the environmental
review process particular to each.
• Our personnel have established relationships with state and federal agencies. This allows us to successfully
negotiate the environmental review process for our clients. Some staff are former employees of these
agencies and have been able to maintain contacts which often gives us first-hand access to potential policy
changes and agency requirements.
• We address our client's needs in a timely manner that is conscious of their permitting and development
schedules. We often are able to expedite agency responses due to our relationships with the agency
personnel.
• By giving our clients a "heads-up" on what will be expected by the agencies, they can plan for when biological
surveys will be needed. This can greatly reduce any delays in their project schedule.
• Our standard practice is to assist clients in doing preemptive surveys when we know there will be PNDI hits
based on mapping and previous experience with species occurrence and distribution in PA. Agency reviewers
are typically backlogged and often do not send PNDI review responses to clients quickly enough to maintain
critical project schedules. Our ability to foresee potential issues assists with the entire planning process and
ensures that survey reports are submitted much more quickly to agency reviewers. Being preemptive also
helps clients avoid sensitive habitats in the planning stage, minimizing the need for projects modifications
after the original submittal, which is costly, very time consuming, and could potentially result in missing
species survey seasons. Species survey seasons are often very short and missing these windows can cause
projects to be delayed for up to a year. We do everything we can to guide the client in a manner to avoid
these delays and have a consistent record of success in doing this.
• Our staff is professional, courteous, respectful, and confidential. We take our job seriously and strive to
provide the highest quality services to our clients. We understand the need for a high level of efficiency so
we focus on cross-training personnel that are able to survey for multiple species, where possible, to minimize
the number of staff and site visits required for each project.
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Energy Development Environmental Monitoring
Our headquarters is located in Wellsboro, Pennsylvania, the heart
of the Marcellus Shale play, which provides clients with 1) reduced
costs by using a local firm, 2) biologists with expert local knowledge,
3) staff that have experience working directly with wind energy, gas
companies and engineering firms in the area every day. Our
experience with the wind and natural gas industry has helped us
develop a good working relationship with state and federal natural
resource agencies, allowing us to streamline the review process for
our clients.
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Wetland Delineation
Wildlife Specialists, LLC, is experienced in wetland delineation and
provides thorough and efficient assessments necessary for sensitive
habitat avoidance and environmental compliance. Our staff are
professionally trained to follow protocols established in the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers' 1987 Wetland Delineation Manual and the
appropriate Regional Supplements. Once a client submits a survey
request, sites are assessed and existing wetlands are delineated in a
thorough and timely manner to determine the impact of a project.
Our comprehensive reports contain all necessary information
required by the regulatory agencies to evaluate a project and are
delivered to the client in a timely manner to avoid costly delays in the
permitting process. Where necessary, we provide long-term
monitoring of sites to assess ecological responses to wetland
mitigation. We provide wetland services for all your development and
conservation planning needs.

Rare and Invasive Plant Surveys
The Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) recognize our staff as qualified to
identify rare, threatened and endangered plants and invasive plant species in a variety of habitats and seasons.
We are recognized by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service as qualified Northeastern Bulrush surveyors. We design and
conduct all plant surveys to specifically meet Pennsylvania DCNR and/or U.S. Fish & Wildlife Services
requirements.

Services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Botanical Surveys
Species of Concern Surveys
Qualified Botanists Recognized by State and Federal
Agencies
Invasive Species Control Measures
Reestablishment of
Desirable Native Vegetation
GIS/GPS Mapping
Monitoring, Mitigation/Relocation
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Habitat Management
Our staff are trained in tree felling for timber stand improvement (TSI) and are certified by the Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture for pesticide/herbicide application in categories 5 (Forest Pests), 6 (Ornamental and
Shade Trees), 9 (Aquatic Pests), and 10 (Right of Way and Weeds). We are capable of large and small-scale tree
planting projects, invasive pest control (e.g. Spotted Lanternfly), mitigation bank maintenance, and a diversity of
complex habitat management projects.
We are experienced with many types of herbicide applications, which include:
•
•

Stem Injection or Hack and Squirt
Basal bark

•
•

Cut Stump
Foliar Spray

GIS & Mapping Services
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are a necessity in the field of natural resource consulting and management.
Our GIS program is full-service, so we can take a project from the field acquisition of data to final map products
and even complex modeling solutions.
GIS capabilities:
•
•
•

Sub-meter GPS data collection
Comprehensive mapping for forestry, land management, energy development, and planning
A variety of outputs, including large-format printed maps, self-extracting digital maps, and web-based
data accessible to our clients

Allegheny Woodrat Surveys
We provide expertise for a variety of services related to Allegheny
Woodrat management. Our staff is experienced in conducting surveys and
assisting clients in developing habitat mitigation and monitoring plans in
accordance with agency protocols and management recommendations.
The Pennsylvania Game Commission recognizes us as experts in all aspects
of woodrat biology and management.
Our services include:
•

Habitat surveys – ground and aerial (via helicopters)
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Surveys for woodrat sign and activity centers
Live-trapping surveys
Remotely-triggered camera surveys
Comprehensive reporting & GIS mapping
Development, implementation and oversight of woodrat
habitat enhancement and mitigation plans
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Bat Monitoring
Our experienced staff provides a full range of bat monitoring services. We have
worked closely with manufacturers to develop a reliable and innovative longterm monitoring system using the latest acoustical technology, which can be
monitored remotely to ensure minimal interruptions in data collection from
system down time. Our team has over 30 years of experience working on bat
projects.
Our expertise includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Qualified Bat Surveyors (QBS)
Mist Net Surveys- triple-high mist netting and canopy mist netting
available
Harp Trapping cave or mine entrances
Acoustical Monitoring and Species Call Analysis
Hibernacula Surveys
Radio-telemetry for foraging locations, roost tree identification, or migration
studies
Bat habitat assessments
Mortality Monitoring for Wind Energy projects

Bird Monitoring
Our staff has a broad range of experience in developing and implementing bird
survey and monitoring programs, and also serve on several statewide technical
committees. Specific services we can deliver include:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Breeding Bird Surveys
Migratory Bird Surveys
Raptor Migration Surveys
Species of Special Concern Surveys including
o
Northern Goshawk
o
Northern Harrier
o
Upland Sandpiper
o
Bald Eagle
o
American and Least Bitterns
o
Other sensitive forest and grassland species
Mortality Monitoring for Wind Energy projects
Dawn Acoustical Surveys
Broadcast Acoustical Surveys
Intensive Search Surveys
Nocturnal Acoustical Surveys
Habitat Suitability Assessments
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Herpetological Surveys
Wildlife Specialists, LLC, has extensive experience with
timber rattlesnake surveys and handling, in addition to many
other species of herpetofauna. We provide expertise
certified to provide a variety of services related to the
management of these species and their habitats.
Our expertise includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rattlesnake Habitat Phase I Surveys
Rattlesnake Phase II Presence/Absence Surveys
including both Denning and Gestation Surveys
Rattlesnake Construction Monitoring
Rattlesnake Safety Briefings for Field Workers
Radio Telemetry and Surgical Implantation of Radio
Transmitters into Rattlesnakes
Habitat Enhancement and Mitigation Planning and
Implementation

•

Herpetological Services for:
o Green Salamander
o Wood Turtle
o Bog Turtle Surveys and Trapping – USFWS
Qualified Bog Turtle Surveyor (PA, MD, DE, NY)
o Red-bellied Turtle
o Spotted Turtle
o American Alligators
o Pine Barrens Herpetofauna ID

•

Survey Techniques:
o Drift Fences
o Cover Boards
o Visual Encounter Surveys
o Aquatic Turtle Traps

•

Comprehensive Reporting & GIS Mapping
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Green Certification
Wildlife Specialists, LLC, assists clients in achieving Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and Sustainable Forestry
Initiative (SFI) certification. These are the standards for environmentally and socially responsible forest
management. Our staff have been intimately involved with
certification audits as well as assisting landowners with
certification compliance.
Audits can be difficult for the uninitiated, so we guide our
clients through each step of the process. We help prepare all
advanced paperwork in the form of an "assessment" booklet
and offer a variety of services including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An initial evaluation for determining whether the
landowner could pass the assessment
Ecological Assessments
Mapping of sensitive resources
Identification of High Conservation Value (HCV)
Forests
Preparation of all documents
Landowner representation during the assessment
Follow-up after the assessment
Compliance adjustments to management (CARs)
Assistance with annual audits and negotiation

Human Dimensions of Natural Resource Management
Human Dimensions is an important component of natural
resource management. Wildlife Specialists, LLC, provides a
range of services related to understanding the relationships
between people and natural resources. Our staff has
experience in survey research related to stakeholder attitudes,
perceptions, motivations, behavior, and participation. Findings
from our studies are summarized in reports and provide
management recommendations tailored to the client’s needs.
We also have extensive experience in working with the public on
high-profile controversial natural resource topics.
Human dimensions services we offer include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Meeting Facilitation
Survey Development and Administration
On-Site Visitor Surveys
Visitor Use Analysis
Conflict Resolution
Development of Informational and Educational Products and Presentations
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Deer Management
Wildlife Specialists provides custom deer management plans designed
specifically to meet our clients’ project goals. We select and conduct the
appropriate surveys, generate GIS maps, hold public meetings, design
habitat enhancements, assess management options, and develop sitespecific plans. All of our recommendations are based on the sound
ecological principles of Quality Deer Management. Our specialists have
coordinated some of the largest-scale surveys in the history of deer and
habitat management using aerial infrared FLIR and habitat browsing
surveys. Furthermore, our experts have helped develop the protocols
considered as state-of-the-art today in deer density estimation by the
pellet group technique and in habitat browsing and regeneration surveys.
Deer management services we offer include:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deer Surveys
o Aerial Surveys (Daytime or Infrared
Technologies)
o Baited Camera Surveys
o Distance Sampling (Spotlight or Daylight)
o Pellet Group Surveys
Browsing and Habitat Surveys
Deer Condition Assessment from Check Stations
Deer Aging
Specialized Training for “Qualified Hunters”
Coordination with Landowners for
Municipalities
Lyme Disease (Deer Tick) Management
Deer deterrent fencing
Deer Damage Surveys
Deer Habitat Enhancement
Design of Deer Resistant Residential
and Commercial Landscapes
Management Plan Development for
Landowners or Municipalities
Facilitated Public Meetings
Conflict Resolution
Development of Educational Products
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Airport Biology/Wildlife Hazard Assessments
Awareness of the hazards associated with wildlife strikes on aircraft
and efforts to minimize those dangerous situations have dramatically
increased in the past decade. Our staff work with a Qualified Airport
Biologist to conduct wildlife surveys and develop management plans
to reduce these conflicts. We are also qualified to provide many of the
necessary control measures through our Nuisance Wildlife Control and
Nuisance Deer Control permittees on staff.

Nuisance Wildlife Control
Nuisance issues with wildlife are growing in our increasingly urbanized
environment, and as many common species like deer and Canada Geese
adapt to areas of high human activity. A variety of dangerous and
damaging situations occur in this setting. Wildlife Specialists’ team of
biologists and permitted Nuisance Wildlife Control specialists provides
the expertise necessary to assist in determining the most effective,
sustainable management options available. Our specific services
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Damage Assessments
Surveys of Wildlife Species
Application for Necessary Permits
Development of Management Plan
Wildlife Control and Removal
Plantings, Landscaping, and Habitat Modifications to Reduce
Conflicts
Lyme Disease (Deer Tick) Reduction
Species Expertise:
o Snakes (venomous and non-venomous)
o Rodents and Small Mammals (including bats)
o Birds
o Deer
o Bear
o Feral Hogs
o Predators
o Alligators
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J. Merlin Benner, CWB®
merlin@wildlife-specialists.com

EDUCATION
M.S. Biology (Wildlife) - Tennessee Technological University, 1989
B.S. Wildlife Science - Unity College, 1987
A.S. Wildlife Science - Unity College, 1986

PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS
President and Consulting Wildlife Biologist/Co-owner, Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA
Outdoor Recreation Leadership Instructor, Mansfield University, Mansfield PA
Interpretive Director, Nature Quest, Wellsboro, PA
Wildlife Biologist, PA DCNR Bureau of Forestry, Harrisburg, PA
Mammalogy Instructor, Messiah College, Grantham, PA
Research Technician III, University of Georgia, Savannah River Ecology Laboratory, Aiken, SC
Game Farm Worker, Pennsylvania Game Commission, Wellsboro, PA

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Certified Wildlife Biologist®
Qualified PA Timber Rattlesnake Construction Monitor
Remote Pilot of Small UAS (FAA

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Pennsylvania Wild Resource Conservation Board Advisory Committee, Member, 2011-present
Pennsylvania State Wildlife Action Plan Advisory Committee, 2013
Pennsylvania DCNR Natural Gas Advisory Committee, 2013
Quality Deer Management Association, 2000-present
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, 2010-present
National Wild Turkey Federation, PA Habitat Committee member, 1999-2008
The Wildlife Society, PA Chapter, Board member, 1993-2001, President, 2013
The Wildlife Society, PA Chapter, Life member, 1998-present
PA Biological Survey, Secretary/Treasurer, 1996-1997
Ornithological Technical Committee, PABS, 1995-2008
Mammal Technical Committee, PABS, 1996-2008
PA Partners-in-Flight Steering Committee, 1994-2008
PA Deer/Forests/Farms Committee, 1994-2008
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation PA Project Advisory Committee, 1994-2008
PA Elk Committee, 1993-2000
Susquehanna River Waterfowlers Association, 1995-2000
Ducks Unlimited, North Branch Chapter, 1996-2000
The Wildlife Society, South Carolina Chapter, 1991-1992
South Carolina Waterfowl Association, 1991-1992
Wildlife Society, Tennessee Tech. Student Chapter, 1987-1989
National Wild Turkey Federation, 1987-1989
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CURRENT POSITION
Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA – President and Consulting Wildlife Biologist/Co-owner, 2006-Present
As President and a consulting wildlife biologist with over 25 years of experience in the environmental field, Mr.
Benner coordinates and oversees a variety of wildlife and habitat management projects related to large energy
development projects and natural resource management. He is experienced with the Pennsylvania Natural
Diversity Inventory Review process and works closely with clients and regulatory agencies to meet agency
requirements. He is involved with all aspects of project management including initial contact, consultation, and
negotiation with clients and agencies, proposal writing, participation in presence/absence surveys and habitat
assessments, management and analysis of data using ArcGIS, and technical report writing. He has extensive
experience conducting habitat surveys and assessment for birds, mammals, herpetofauna, wetland resources, and
rare plants. He is also experienced in deer and other nuisance and game species management.

RELATED EXPERIENCE
Wildlife Biologist: Mr. Benner served as a wildlife biologist with the PA DCNR Bureau of Forestry for 15 years
coordinating and developing environmental and deer management projects. Duties included faunal planning,
coordination of habitat projects, impact assessment for energy development projects, forestland management,
acting as liaison with agencies and conservation organizations, providing public programs and public speaking on
wildlife issues, research on habitat issues, and technical report writing. He coordinated the department’s deer
management activities including planning, information and education, staff training, data collection, and use of
site-specific management tools. Mr. Benner also gained experience with specific surveys on timber rattlesnakes
and bats via mist-netting and ultrasonic detection.
Threatened and Endangered Species: Mr. Benner has designed, coordinated, and lead several habitat and other
surveys on special concern species including the Indiana bat, Allegheny woodrat, timber rattlesnake, green
salamander, several birds and rare plants, and many other species listed in the Pennsylvania Natural Diversity
Inventory. Mr. Benner is a Qualified Timber Rattlesnake Construction Monitor with extensive experience in the
handling and transfer of timber rattlesnakes and is a volunteer on the PA Fish and Boat Commission Timber
Rattlesnake Assessment Project.
Game and Nuisance Wildlife Species: Mr. Benner has conducted habitat surveys, research, and management of
wild game species including white-tailed deer and wild turkey. Experience includes radio-telemetry, habitat
assessment and availability, analysis of data, and technical reports. He is experienced with all-aspects of deer
management and has conducted deer density surveys including aerial surveys using infrared technologies. Mr.
Benner has also worked on feral pig management projects including damage assessments and population control.
Green Certification: Mr. Benner was heavily involved in the initial Green Certification for sustainable management
of the Pennsylvania State Forests, and in subsequent annual and 5-year audits. This was the largest such
certification at the time, and in many ways set the precedent for subsequent certifications of other large
landowners.
ArcGIS Data Analysis and Reporting: Mr. Benner is experienced with GPS and ArcGIS applications to analyze and
map data for projects and inclusion in client and agency reports. Final technical report experience includes
threatened and endangered species surveys and studies, habitat enhancement and management plans, and deer
management and environmental assessment. He has also authored or coauthored several published research
papers mainly focusing on wild game species.
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Radio-telemetry: Mr. Benner has extensive radio-telemetry experience including the implantation and radiotracking of bats, timber rattlesnakes, raccoons, and wild turkeys.
Remote Intelligence: Mr. Benner is the founding partner and co-owner of a drone-based aerial survey company.
The company provides high quality aerial mapping services, with primary activities focused within the ecological,
energy development, and research sectors.

PUBLICATIONS
Latham, R. E., J. Beyea, M. Benner, C. A. Dunn, M. A. Fajvan, R. R. Freed, M. Grund, S. B. Horsley,
A.F. Rhoads, and B. P. Shissler. 2005. Managing deer from an ecosystem perspective: Pennsylvania
case study. Report by the Deer Management Forum for Audubon Pennsylvania and Pennsylvania
Habitat Alliance, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Brisbin, I. L., Jr., J. M. Benner, L. A. Brandt, R. A. Kennamer, and T. M. Murphy. 1992. Long-term
population studies of American alligators inhabiting a reservoir: initial responses to water
level drawdown. Proceedings of the 11th Working Meeting of the IUCN/SSC Crocodilian
Specialist Group.
McGuiness, J. H., J. M. Benner, and W. P. Smith. 1990. Survival and nesting success of late winter wild
Turkey introductions. Proceedings of the Southeastern Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies,
44:171-181.
Benner, J. M., and W. P. Smith. 1989. Comparative survival and reproductive ecology of resident and
Introduced eastern wild turkey on Natchez Trace Wildlife Management Area, Tennessee.
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency Technical Report 89-8, 31 pp.
Smith, W.P.; Benner, J. Merlin; Endres, Keith M.; Borden, Diane L. 1989. Use of geographic information
systems in determining movement patterns and home range of terrestrial vertebrates. Bull. Ecol.
Soc. Am. 70(2): 269.
Smith, W. P., J. M. Benner, D. Borden, A. Bailey, Y. Robinet-Clark, and K. M. Endres. 1989. Evaluating
a three-dimensional world with two dimensions: how much difference can it make? Proceedings International
Symposium on Biotelemetry, 10:679-684.
Benner, J. M., and R. T. Bowyer. 1988. Selection of trees for rubs by white-tailed deer in Maine. J.
Mammal. 69(3):624-627.
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Christina S. Voorhees, Ph.D, CWB®
chris@wildlife-specialists.com

EDUCATION
Ph. D. Recreation, Park, and Tourism Management, Minor in Social Psychology - Pennsylvania State University,
2007
M.S. Forest Resources - Pennsylvania State University, 2002
B.S. Wildlife Science, Minor in Biology - Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 2000
A.S. Wildlife Technology - Pennsylvania State University, Dubois Campus, 1997

PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS
Vice President, Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA
Chief Operating Officer, Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA
Associate Recreation Scientist, HDR/DTA, Sacramento, CA
Private Consultant, CAL Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA
Teaching and Research Assistant, Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA
Assistant to Wildlife Biologist, Bureau of Forestry, Harrisburg, PA
Research Technician, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Certified Wildlife Biologist®

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Penn State Dubois Wildlife Technology Program Advisory Board
The Wildlife Society
The PA Chapter of the Wildlife Society, Vice President/President

CURRENT POSITION
Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA – (Chief Operating Officer 2008-2014) Vice President, 2014 – Present
As Vice President, Ms. Voorhees oversees the management and administration of the company. She works closely
with clients, guiding them through the environmental review process in order to meet client needs as well as
agency requirements. In this capacity, she oversees and/or prepares project proposals, assists with PNDI
negotiations, executes contracts with clients and subcontractors, works with the Field Operations Manager on
project requirements, scheduling, and invoicing, and assists senior biologists with project coordination, writing or
editing final project reports, and submission of completed project reports to clients and agencies. She also
oversees marketing plan development and implementation, developing working relationships with current and
prospective clients. Other duties include the interview and hiring of new employees, coordination of required
staff training and orientation, development of employee handbook and policies, and safety plan development and
compliance with client requirements. As a Certified Wildlife Biologists, Ms. Voorhees has extensive wildlife
management and research experience and assists, when necessary, on threatened and endangered species
surveys.

RELATED EXPERIENCE
Human Dimensions: Ms. Voorhees has 10 years of experience in human dimension research focusing on the
management of game and non-game species, hunting, and recreational visitor use assessment. She has held
several professional positions dealing with the human dimensions aspect of natural resource management where
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duties included information research, survey development, recreation visitor use assessment, outdoor recreation
planning, data management and analysis, and technical report writing. Specific examples of her research and
experience include assistance with the development of a California Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation
Plan, research on hunter attitudes and participation, social assessment of the Allegheny National Forest, economic
impact assessment of Pennsylvania elk tourism, and the feasibility of elk restoration in Virginia.
Threatened and Endangered Species and other Field Experience: Ms. Voorhees has conducted habitat
assessment and presence/absence surveys for vulnerable habitat communities and state or federally-listed rare,
threatened, or endangered wildlife species and has served in the past on the Mammal Technical Committee of
the Pennsylvania Biological Survey. Sensitive species surveys include Indiana bat acoustics and mist-netting and
heron and egret rookery surveys. Other field experience includes bird and herpetofauna surveys, small mammal
trapping, elk and grouse radio-telemetry, and a variety of deer management projects.
Data Analysis and Reporting: Ms. Voorhees has extensive experience analyzing research and project data for
inclusion in technical reports. Final technical report experience includes threatened and endangered species
surveys and studies, habitat management plans, and human dimensions research. She has also authored or
coauthored several published research papers on human dimensions research.

PUBLICATIONS
Voorhees, C. S. (2007). A Mixed-Method Examination of Factors Related to Hunting Participation.
Dissertation, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park PA.
Voorhees, C. S. (2002). An Assessment of Landowner Attitudes Toward Deer in Milford, Pennsylvania.
Unpublished master's thesis. The Pennsylvania State University, University Park PA.
Wickham, T., Mueller, T. Karnash, P., Zinn, H., and Voorhees, C. 2005. The Future of Hunting in
Pennsylvania: Final Report. Center for Rural Pennsylvania.
Zinn, H.C., Voorhees, C.S., & Shen, S.X. Social assessment for the Allegheny National Forest. USDA
Forest Service Project Report, Allegheny National Forest. University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State
University, Department of Recreation, Park & Tourism Management.
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Stan J. Boder
stan@wildlife-specialists.com

EDUCATION
M.S. Biology – East Stroudsburg University, 2005
B.S. Natural Resource Management – Rutgers University, 1997

PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS
Senior Herpetologist/Biologist, Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA
Senior Environmental Scientist/Biologist, WHM Consulting, Inc., State College, PA
Senior Biologist, Environmental Consultation Services, Inc., Nazareth, PA
Senior Field Biologist/Wetland Scientist, AMT, Inc., Sellersville, PA
Research Forestry Assistant, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ
Timber Rattlesnake Biologist, East Stroudsburg University and Army Corps of Engineers, Francis E. Walter Dam
Timber Rattlesnake Management Project
Field Herpetologist, Wildlife Conservation Society and National Park Service, Delaware Water Gap National
Recreation Area, Milford, PA
Natural Resource Technician, Naval Security Group Activity Northwest, Department of Public Works,
Chesapeake, VA

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Qualified PA Timber Rattlesnake Surveyor and Monitor
Qualified NJ Primary Venomous Snake Monitor and Surveyor
Qualified NY Timber Rattlesnake Surveyor and Monitor
Former PA, NY, MD and DE Qualified Bog Turtle Surveyor

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Society for the Study of Amphibians and Reptiles
The Wildlife Society
Sigma Xi Scientific Research and Honors Society
Pennsylvania Academy of Sciences
Pennsylvania Environmental Professionals Society

CURRENT POSITION
Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA – Senior Herpetologist/Biologist, 2010-Present
Mr. Boder has 16 years of experience in the herpetological field and as senior herpetologist at Wildlife Specialists,
coordinates and supervises all herpetological projects and staff. He trains staff in agency protocols and collection
procedures, and aids staff when applying for qualified status and permits. He attends field meetings with clients
and agencies and updates senior staff on changes to protocols and agency requirements as well as developing
new protocols when they are lacking or non-existent. As a Qualified Timber Rattlesnake Surveyor, Mr. Boder is
the lead surveyor for timber rattlesnake Phase I and Phase II surveys and has discovered several new timber
rattlesnake den sites. He also supervises and conducts timber rattlesnake construction monitoring projects
throughout PA, NY, and NJ. Other duties include project proposal development, review of data and reports for
each project, submission of final reports to the client or agency, and acquisition of herpetological projects from
current or potential clients. Mr. Boder also assists with other rare and endangered species surveys including the
Allegheny woodrat and Indiana and northern long-eared bat and the bog turtle.
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RELATED EXPERIENCE
Timber Rattlesnake Surveys: Mr. Boder has extensive experience in the research and survey of timber
rattlesnakes in PA, NY, and NJ. He has held several professional positions as lead coordinator and surveyor for
timber rattlesnake habitat assessment and presence/absence surveys as well as acted as construction monitor for
several projects throughout the state. Mr. Boder is recognized as a Qualified Timber Rattlesnake Surveyor and
serves as the Southcentral Region Team Leader for the PA Fish and Boat Commission Pennsylvania Timber
Rattlesnake Site Assessment and Inventory Project. In this position he has conducted site assessments and
inventories throughout PA and discovered several new timber rattlesnake den sites. He has experience conducting
field studies for analyses of population dynamics, health, demographics, and size/structure analysis on timber
rattlesnake populations. In addition, he has conducted radio-telemetry research for the Francis E. Walter Dam
Timber Rattlesnake Management Project. Duties included analysis of habitat use and movements using radiotelemetry and mark recapture studies, nuisance timber rattlesnake management, construction site monitoring,
and development of management strategies and recommendations.
Bog Turtle Surveys: Mr. Boder has extensive experience in the research and survey of the federally threatened
and state endangered bog turtle in PA, NY, DE and NJ. He has held professional positions as lead coordinator and
surveyor for bog turtle habitat assessment and presence/absence surveys and is recognized as a Qualified Bog
Turtle Surveyor by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Additional experience includes radio-telemetry/markrecapture research and bog turtle trap-building and maintenance.
Rare, Threatened and Endangered Species Surveys: In addition to the timber rattlesnake and bog turtle, Mr.
Boder has experience coordinating and conducting field surveys for other state or federally-listed rare, threatened
or endangered wildlife species in PA, NY, NJ, VA, and DE. This also includes the inventory of sensitive habitats
including vernal pools and streams. Species include the corn snake, northern pine snake, pine barrens tree frog,
red-headed woodpecker, red shouldered hawk and barred owl within the NJ pine barrens, red-bellied turtle, wood
turtle, spadefoot toad, canebrake and massasauga rattlesnakes, eastern fence lizard, five-lined skink, Jefferson
and blue-spotted salamanders, northern cricket frog, bald eagle, golden eagle, Indian bat, and plant species such
as eared false fox-glove, swamp pink, log fern and lowland toothcup. He has also conducted area wide species
inventories of flora and fauna including fish, birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, and macroinvertebrates using
a variety of sampling techniques.
Biological Inventory: Mr. Boder participated in an area wide inventory of herpetofauna within the Delaware
Water Gap National Recreation Area in order to produce a management plan for all species present within the
park. Emphasis was placed on the New Jersey threatened wood turtle and the state-endangered timber
rattlesnake and bog turtle. Duties included mapping of critical habitat areas, species presence/absence and
population studies using mark-recapture and radio-telemetry, and research on habitat use, activity, movements,
behavior, home range, and general ecology of species. He participated in inventories of vernal pool and stream
habitats, fence lizard surveys, was responsible for management of the species database for the DEWA, assistance
with data analysis, and formulation of reports. Throughout the inventory Mr. Boder confirmed or assisted with
the documentation of new habitat areas or populations of timber rattlesnakes, bog turtles, wood turtles, fence
lizards, and northern cricket frogs.
Wetland Delineation: Mr. Boder is experienced with delineating state- and federally-regulated wetlands pursuant
to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Wetland Delineation Manual. He is experienced in identifying wetland
vegetation, hydrologic indicators, and hydric soil conditions in a variety of wetlands in Pennsylvania. He is also
familiar with the permitting process, monitoring of mitigation wetlands, and has compiled several reports for
submission to regulatory agencies.
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ArcGIS Data Analysis and Reporting: Mr. Boder is experienced with GPS and ArcGIS applications to analyze and
map data for client and agency reports that provide management recommendations to reduce impacts to
sensitive species and their habitats. Final technical report experience includes threatened and endangered species
surveys and studies, environmental assessments, wetland mitigation monitoring, and wetland delineation.
Radio-telemetry: Mr. Boder’s radio-telemetry experience includes surgical transmitter implantation or external
transmitter attachment and radio-tracking of timber rattlesnakes in northcentral and northeastern Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and New York and canebrake rattlesnakes in Virginia and North Carolina. In addition, Mr. Boder has
conducted external transmitter attachment and radio-tracking of northern pine snakes in the Pine Barrens of
southern New Jersey, northern copperheads, bog turtles in Pennsylvania and Maryland, 40 wood turtles in
northwest New Jersey, spotted turtles, and box turtles.

Permitting: Mr. Boder has assisted with preparation of permit documentation for landfill expansions and the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) in accordance with PA code, Chapter 105 for the PA DEP
and USACE. He has experience with permit preparation packaging and submission including background research,
gathering of required permit items, and completion of letters, data sheets, and reports.

PUBLICATIONS
Behler, J. L., S. J. Boder, T. J. Crockett, D. K. Brotherton, and R. Cook. 2005. Field surveys for the fivelined skink (Eumeces fasciatus) and eastern fence lizard (Sceloporus undulatus) within the
Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area (2000-2001). Technical report dated May 2005.
Prepared for the National Park Service under the National Park Service and Wildlife
Conservation Society Cooperative Agreement #1433CA4520-98-017. 26 pp.
Boder, S. J., D. J. Scopaz, and P. R. Dunning. 2012. The spatial ecology of the timber rattlesnake
(Crotalus horridus) in relation to the development of Marcellus Gas Infrastructure. Final report
dated January 2012. Prepared for the PA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.
36 pp.
Boder, S. J. 2005. Variation in habitat use between dark and light morph timber rattlesnakes (Crotalus
horridus) in northeastern Pennsylvania. Master’s thesis. East Stroudsburg University, East
Stroudsburg, PA.
Boder, S. J., J. L. Behler, C. M. Castellano, D. K. Brotherton, and R. Cook. 2005. The occurrence of the
timber rattlesnake (Crotalus horridus) and its key habitat at Delaware Water Gap National
Recreation Area: Technical report dated 25 March 2005. Prepared for the National Park Service
under NPS/WCS Cooperative Agreement #1433CA4520-98-017. 79 pp.
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Thomas J. Swimley
tom@wildlife-specialists.com

EDUCATION
M.S. Wildlife and Fisheries Science – Pennsylvania State University, 1996
B.S. Wildlife Science, With High Distinction – Pennsylvania State University, 1991

PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS
Senior Wildlife Biologist/Ecologist,Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA
Biologist Aide, The Pennsylvania Game Commission
Research Assistant, Frostburg State University, Frostburg, MD
Assistant Coordinator for Pennsylvania Fisher and River Otter Reintroduction Projects, Pennsylvania State
University/Pennsylvania Game Commission
Research Assistant, The Penn State Cooperative Wetlands Center, State College, PA
Temporary Wildlife Technician, The Pennsylvania Game Commission
Research Technician, Pennsylvania State University/Pennsylvania Game Commission
Graduate Research Assistant, Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
USFWS Qualified Northeastern Bulrush Surveyor
PA DCNR Qualified Botanist
PA DCNR Wild Plant Management Permittee

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
The Wildlife Society
The PA Chapter of the Wildlife Society

CURRENT POSITION
Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA – Senior Wildlife Biologist/Ecologist, 2009-Present
Mr. Swimley coordinates and oversees a variety of wildlife and habitat management and research projects related
to threatened and endangered species and habitats. As senior biologist and coordinator, he is involved with all
aspects of project management including negotiation with clients and regulatory agencies, proposal writing,
coordination and training of field crews, design and participation in presence/absence surveys and habitat
assessments, data collection, management and analysis of data using ArcGIS, and technical report writing.
Throughout and upon completion of projects he works closely with regulatory agencies and clients to provide
management recommendations that reduce impacts to sensitive species and their habitats and has developed
several habitat enhancement plans. He has extensive experience with sensitive species and habitats listed in the
PA Natural Diversity Inventory and is a Qualified Northeastern Bulrush Surveyor and PA DCNR Qualified Botanist.

RELATED EXPERIENCE
Threatened and Endangered Species: Mr. Swimley has organized and conducted habitat assessment and
presence/absence surveys for vulnerable habitat communities and state or federally-listed rare, threatened, or
endangered wildlife species for a variety of development projects. Habitat and species surveys include the eastern
small-footed bat, northern long-eared bat, Indiana bat, Allegheny woodrat, timber rattlesnake, green salamander,
northern goshawk, bald eagle, upland sandpiper, wetland ecosystems, and rare and invasive plants. Mr. Swimley
has also designed or participated in extensive research studies on special concern species in Pennsylvania
including river otters, fishers, and bobcats. As an assistant coordinator for the Pennsylvania Fisher and River Otter
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Reintroduction Projects, Mr.Swimley’s duties included, population monitoring, design and implementation of
otter latrine surveys, snowtracking, trackplate, and camera/bait station surveys for fishers and other furbearers,
collection and organization of radio-telemetry data for otters, fishers and elk and research on otter and beaver
interactions. Other research experience on river otters included trapping methods, care and release of captive
otters, radio-telemetry and population monitoring of reintroduced populations, and investigation of food
preference, habitat use, and home range. As an assistant with the PA Game Commission Mr. Swimley captured
otters for Pennsylvania’s River Otter Reintroduction Project, captured, radio-collared, and tracked female bobcats
to determine home ranges and to locate maternal den sites in order to capture and track bobcat kittens and
determine survival rates and causes of mortality. As a Qualified Northeastern Bulrush Surveyor and PA DCNR
Qualified Botanist Mr. Swimley has extensive knowledge in plant identification and has documented the presence
of new populations of northeastern bulrush, backward sedge, stalked bulrush, northern water plantain, Torry’s
Rush, nodding trillium and wild pea. Other sensitive plant surveys have included Oake’s evening primrose, downy
lettuce, great spurred violet, marsh bedstraw, and others, as well as invasive species.
Additional Research and Field Experience: Much of Mr. Swimley’s research work has focused on species-habitat
interactions, wildlife reintroductions, population dynamics, wildlife survey methods, and capture, immobilization
and handling of wildlife species including, otters, fishers, and pheasants. He has approximately 35 years amateur
birding experience and is able to identify many species by sight, song, and nest characteristics. He has conducted
twice-monthly bird surveys at Williamsport Regional Airport as part of the airport’s recent Wildlife Hazard
Assessment. Additional research and field experience includes wildlife telemetry, small and large mammal
trapping, chemical restraint, electro-fishing, and stream macroinvertebrate sampling.
Wetland Delineation: Mr. Swimley coordinates and conducts wetland delineations pursuant to the regional
supplements of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Wetland Delineation Manual. He has received a certificate of
completion of the ACOE Wetland Delineation Training Program and is experienced in the identification of wetland
vegetation, hydrologic indicators, and hydric soil conditions in a variety of wetlands in Pennsylvania. He has also
negotiated with clients and regulatory agencies in the continued monitoring of mitigated wetlands for presence
of hydrologic indicators and wetland vegetation as well as the monitoring and removal of invasive species.
ArcGIS Data Analysis and Reporting: Mr. Swimley has extensive experience using ArcGIS applications to design
and map projects and analyze and map data locations for inclusion in technical reports. Technical report writing
includes threatened and endangered species surveys, habitat enhancement and mitigation plans, wetland
monitoring, and wetland delineations.
Radio-telemetry: Mr. Swimley’s radio-telemetry experience includes radio-collaring and tracking of fishers,
female bobcats, transmitter implantation and tracking of bobcat kittens and river otters, collection of radiotelemetry data on timber rattlesnakes and elk populations in northcentral Pennsylvania, black bears in western
Maryland and collaring and radio-tracking of up to 100 pheasants in central PA.
FSC Green Certification: Mr. Swimley is familiar with the necessary requirements for the Forest Stewardship
Councils forest certification program and has assisted clients in achieving certification.

PUBLICATIONS
Serfass, T. L., R. P. Brooks, W. M. Tzilkowski, D. H. Mitcheltree, M. R. Dzialak, and T. J. Swimley. 2001. Fisher
reintroduction in Pennsylvania: final report. Department of Biology, Frostburg State University,
Frostburg, Maryland, USA.
Serfass, T. L., R. P. Brooks, T. J. Swimley, L. M. Rymon and A. H. Hayden. 1996.
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Considerations for capturing, handling, and translocating river otters. Wildlife Society Bulletin 24:25-31.
Serfass, T. L., M. T. Whary, R. L. Peper, R. P. Brooks, T. J. Swimley, W. L. Lawrence and C. E.
Rupprecht. 1995. Rabies in a river otter(Lutra canadensis) intended for reintroduction. Journal of Zoo
and Wildlife Medicine 26:311-314.
Swimley, T. J. and T. S. Hardisky. 2000. Otter population trend survey. Final report,
Project No. 06670, Job No. 67002. Available online at:
http://sites.state.pa.us/PA_Exec/PGC/WMAR/99wmar/67002f.htm.
Swimley, T. J., R. P. Brooks, and T. L. Serfass. 1999. Otter and beaver interactions in the
Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area. Journal of the Pennsylvania Academy of Science
72(3):97-101.
Swimley, T. J., R. P. Brooks, and T. L. Serfass. 1998. Management recommendations for otter
and beaver in the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area. Final Report to the National Park
Service Mid-Atlantic Region. Penn State Coop. Wetl. Ctr. Rep. No. 98-7, University Park. 23pp.
Swimley, T. J., T. L. Serfass, R. P. Brooks, and W. M. Tzilkowski. 1998. Predicting river otter
latrine sites in Pennsylvania. Wildlife Society Bulletin 26:836-845.
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Drew A. Wanke
drew@wildlife-specialists.com

EDUCATION
B.S. Wildlife Science – SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry, 2007
B.S. Psychology - SUNY Plattsburgh, 2004
B.A. Criminal Justice – SUNY Plattsburgh, 2004

PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS
Wildlife Biologist, Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA
Wildlife Biologist, GHD Stearns & Wheler Inc., Cazenovia, NY
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Qualified Indiana Bat Surveyor (QIBS)

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
The Wildlife Society
Northeast Bat Working Group
Midwest Bat Working Group

CURRENT POSITION
Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA – Wildlife Biologist, 2010 – Present
Mr. Wanke has over 8 years of experience conducting habitat assessment, summer mist-net, fall swarming, and
winter hibernacula surveys for the federally endangered Indiana bat. Mr. Wanke holds a current U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service (USFWS) Recovery Permit to conduct Indiana and northern long-eared bat surveys throughout
their entire range in the U.S., and is listed on the Pennsylvania Game Commissions (PGC) list of Qualified Indiana
Bat Surveyors (QIBS). As a permitted biologist, he oversees bat-related surveys and projects. Duties include
project design, equipment acquisition, coordination of field survey operations and wildlife technicians, attaining
landowner access, coordination with clients and agencies, habitat and presence/absence surveys, acoustic
surveys, fall and spring swarming surveys, winter hibernacula surveys, identification of bats to species, and
preparation of project reports. As a wildlife biologist Mr. Wanke also participates in threatened and endangered
mammal, bird, and herpetofauna surveys, rare and invasive plant surveys, and wetland delineations.

RELATED EXPERIENCE
Threatened and Endangered Species Surveys: Mr. Wanke has extensive experience conducting field surveys and
population monitoring for state or federally-listed threatened or endangered wildlife species. Species surveys
included the Indiana and small-footed bat, timber rattlesnake, Jefferson and blue-spotted salamanders, northern
cricket frog, Henslow’s sparrow, bald eagle, northern goshawk, upland sandpiper, Henry’s and frosted elfin
butterflies, and several plant species. He has also conducted several multi-year biodiversity conservation studies
to identify state and federally-listed threatened or endangered species of plants, animals, and significant natural
communities. Studies included identifying and documenting existing conditions to assess the potential effects of
proposed projects at multiple spatial scales. Studies included inventory of flora and fauna, including fish, birds,
mammals, reptiles, amphibians, and vascular plants using a variety of sampling techniques. Sampling methods
included, but were not limited to: mine and cave censuses, harp trapping, small mammal trapping, mist net
surveys, camera traps, forest stand evaluations, random transects, call playback, larval dip-netting, log rolling,
road-running, rod and reel, and compiling citizen science data.
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Bat Surveys: Mr. Wanke conducts federal protocol mist net and hibernacula surveys for the federally-listed
endangered Indiana bat and federally-listed threatened northern long-eared bat, based on the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) protocols. Drew has conducted federal protocol mist net surveys since 2007 on sites
ranging up to +57,000 acres, capturing thousands of bats of all 9 species known to reside in the Northeastern U.S.
He has volunteered to assist the West Virginia Division of Natural Resources, New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation, Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGC), and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service with
winter hibernacula mine and cave census surveys to monitor bat populations. These surveys entailed conducting
thorough on-site species counts of all bats encountered, photographing clusters of bats for remote identification
and counting, and identifying and photographing signs of White Nose Syndrome. Additional surveys were also
conducted to collect air, soil, and water samples concurrently with the hibernacula censuses.
Radio-Telemetry: Mr. Wanke has used radio-telemetry for the capture, radio-marking, and radio-tracking of bats
to identify day roosts (static tracking), and coordinated fixed station telemetry to triangulate positions of actively
foraging bats. He has radio-tracked bats to specific roost structures, radio-tracked from vehicles and on foot. In
addition, he has volunteered to assist the PGC with aerial telemetry to track a pregnant silver-haired bat
(Lasionycteris noctivagans) to her roost. Mr. Wanke has used radio-telemetry to track timber rattlesnakes
(Crotalus horridus) to monitor populations and dispersal during construction of a natural gas well field, and to
track white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) to monitor foraging and dispersal in the Adirondack Park, NY.
Endangered Species Act (ESA) Section 7 Consultation for Bats: Mr. Wanke has worked in coordination with the
USFWS on sites proposed for development to avoid or minimize potential impacts or the “take” of Indiana bats,
and mitigation for unavoidable impacts. Projects include the Adams Fairacre Farms and Stewart International
Airport Indiana Bat Biological assessments where consultation involved a federal coordinated review with the
USFWS, Army Corps of Engineers, and the Federal Aviation Administration.
Wetland Delineation: Mr. Wanke is experienced with delineating state- and federally-regulated wetlands using
the 2009 Northcentral and Northeast Regional Supplement to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Wetland
Delineation Manual (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Environmental Laboratory, 1987 Federal Manual). Mr. Wanke
completes wetland delineation reports and has experience filing State, Federal and local applications for wetland
permits.
ArcGIS: Mr. Wanke is experienced with enabling ArcGIS applications at multiple spatial scales and datums. He has
used ArcGIS to map known maternity roosts and foraging locations of Indiana bats, map rare, threatened, and
endangered plants, animals, and significant natural communities. He has conducted land cover analysis’ to identify
suitable and appropriate habitat for multiple species at different spatial scales to increase the likelihood of species
detection and preservation.
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James A. Hart
jim@wildlife-specialists.com

EDUCATION
M.S. Biology - Shippensburg University, 1991
B.S. Biology, Minor in History - Shippensburg University, 1988

PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS
Senior Mammalogist, Wildlife Specialists, Wellsboro, PA
Zoologist/Mammalogist, The PA Natural Heritage Program, Western Pennsylvania Conservancy
Field Associate, The State Museum, Harrisburg, PA
Consulting Mammalogist, The Pennsylvania Game Commission
Assistant Curator of Mammals, Shippensburg University, Shippensburg, PA

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Qualified Indiana Bat Surveyor (QIBS)
Qualified Museum Curator

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
American Society of Mammalogists
National Speleological Society (Franklin County Grotto, York Grotto)
Bat Conservation International
Associate member of the Sigma Xi Research Society
Pennsylvania Chapter of The Wildlife Society
Mammal Technical Committee of the Pennsylvania Biological Survey
Pennsylvania Academy of Science
Reviewer for the Journal of the Pennsylvania Academy of Science
Guest editor for Northeastern Naturalist.
Associate Member, American Museum of Natural History
Field Associate of the Carnegie Museum and the State Museum of Pennsylvania
The Nature Conservancy
The Western Pennsylvania Conservancy
The Wildlife Society
The PA Chapter of the Wildlife Society
Mammal Technical Committee

CURRENT POSITION
Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA - Senior Mammalogist, 2010 – Present
As a senior mammalogist with over 20 years of experience, Mr. Hart coordinates and manages mammal-related
projects including habitat assessment and presence/absence surveys for the Allegheny woodrat and bat species
including the federally endangered Indiana bat. Mr Hart also has a thorough background in all forms of small
mammal trapping and monitoring. He has extensive experience with harp-trapping, mist-netting, acoustic
monitoring, and hibernacula censuses of bat species and is a Qualified Indiana Bat Surveyor. Duties include project
design, location of survey sites, coordination of field crews, attaining landowner access, negotiation with clients
and agencies, habitat and presence/absence surveys, species identification, and preparation of project reports for
submission to clients and regulatory agencies. Mr. Hart is also experienced with the design and implementation
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of habitat management plans for the Allegheny woodrat. When needed, Mr. Hart assists with other vulnerable
habitat and rare and endangered species surveys including timber rattlesnakes, and rare and invasive plants.

RELATED EXPERIENCE
Threatened and Endangered Species: Mr. Hart has carried out field investigations and environmental impact
studies concerning a variety of special concern mammal species throughout Pennsylvania and to some extent in
New York, West Virginia, and Maryland. He serves on the Mammal Technical Committee of the Pennsylvania
Biological Survey and developed the initial concept for the Important Mammal Areas program when working with
the PGC. He has conducted research on all Pennsylvania bat species, assisted with conservation programs
concerning the protection of critical bat habitat, and served as facilitator at Bat Conservation International
workshops. He has conducted research and population studies on the least shrew, northern flying squirrel,
northern and West Virginia water shrews and rock vole, and has worked within the Allegheny National Forest to
determine the occurrence and distribution of the water shrew and the rock shrew in NW PA. He has participated
in several research projects involving the habitat mapping, conservation, and enhancement of the Allegheny
woodrat. In addition, Mr. Hart has assisted with habitat surveys for other sensitive species including the timber
rattlesnake, and rare plants.
Bat Surveys: Mr. Hart is a Qualified Indiana Bat Surveyor and has over 20 years of experience conducting research
and surveys on bat species in Pennsylvania and some in the surrounding states and abroad. He has conducted
numerous hibernacula, fall and spring swarming, summer mist-net, and acoustical surveys for both area-wide
inventories and as requirements for large development projects like natural gas pipelines and wind facilities. His
experience includes radio-telemetry and tracking of bats to summer and maternal roost sites and gating of priority
bat hibernacula throughout Pennsylvania. He developed the Bat Hibernacula Survey Database, a Pennsylvania
Hibernacula Management Plan, and created the original survey database for the PGC. He has also conducted
inventories for Tonatia bat species in the El Estor area of the Rio Palochic Delta in Guatemala and cave and
biodiversity studies in Middle and East Cacios Islands in the southern Bahamas.
Biological Inventory: Mr. Hart has conducted many area-wide mammal and biodiversity surveys mainly in
Pennsylvania and New York, including but not limited to, the Pine Creek Gorge, Fort Indian Town Gap, Tobyhanna
Army Depot, Gettysburg National Military Battlefield and the Cranberry Lake region of the Adirondack Mountains.
This includes several general inventory bat surveys throughout Pennsylvania within many of the state and national
parks and a cave and biodiversity study in the Middle and East Cacios Islands, Bahamas. In addition, he has
conducted twice-monthly mammal and bird surveys at Williamsport Regional Airport as part of the airports recent
Wildlife Hazard Assessment. He has also conducted long-term mammal monitoring surveys of natural disturbance
sites in Clearfield and Juniata Counties.
Radio-Telemetry: Mr. Hart has extensive radio-telemetry experience with bats including the capture, radiomarking, and radio-tracking of bats to identify maternity roosts, spring migration telemetry on Indiana bats, and
a three year bat foraging study. He has also assisted with the radio-tracking of woodrats in West Virginia.
ArcGIS Data Analysis and Reporting: Mr. Hart has an extensive background in GPS and ArcGIS applications for
analyzing and mapping survey information for inclusion in client and agency reports. Final technical report
experience includes threatened and endangered species surveys and studies and habitat enhancement and
management plans. He has also authored or coauthored several published research papers on bats and other
mammals.
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Museum Currator: As assistant curator of mammals at the Shippensburg University Vertebrate Museum, Mr. Hart
catalogued and curated the museum collection, designed museum displays, and developed and maintained the
PGC training collection. He has prepared over 5000 mammal specimens and 150 bird specimens. He has also
taught mammal identification to Wildlife Conservation Officers, conducted seminars and programs for educators,
and taught mammalogy at the Nolde Forest Environmental Education Center.

PUBLICATIONS
James A. Hart, Thomas Wampler, Philip Krutzsch. The Seminole bat (Lasiurus seminolus) and
Virginia big-eared bat (Corynorhinus townsendii virginianus) in Pennsylvania. 2009. Bat Research News
50:1-4.
James Hart. 2010. Sorex palustris albibarbis, S. p. punctulatus, S. dispar, Cryptotis parva and Microtus
chrotorrhinus species accounts in Terrestrial vertebrates of Pennsylvania: a guide to species of special
conservation concern. M.A. Steele, M.C. Brittingham, T.J. Maret and J.F. Merritt, eds.The John Hopkins
University Press, Baltimore, Maryland.507pp.
James A. Hart and Dr. Walter Meshaka, Curator of the State Museum of Pennsylvania. A Manual of
Procedures and Techniques for the Preparation and Installation of Vertebrate Specimens. (In prep. For
the State Museum of PA).
Calvin Butchkoski, James A. Hart and Jerry Hassinger. An update on the status and conservation of
Pennsylvania’s cave-dwelling bats. (In prep.).
James A. Hart, Timothy McCarthy. Analysis of barn owl (Tyto alba) pellets from the island of
Dominica. 2008. Caribbean Journal of Science 12:36-48.
Gordon L. Kirkland, Jr., and James A. Hart. 1999. Recent distributional records for ten species of
small mammals in Pennsylvania. The Northeastern Naturalist 6:1-18.
Felbaum, F., B. Mitchell, K. McKenna, J. Hassinger, A. Shiels, J. Hart, and D. Brauning. 1995.
Endangered and Threatened Species of Pennsylvania. Wild Resource Conservation Fund, Harrisburg, PA.
80 pp.
James A. Hart, G.L. Kirkland, Jr., and S.C. Grossman. 1993. Relative abundance and habitat use by
tree bats, Lasiurus spp., in Southcentral Pennsylvania. Canadian Field Naturalist, 107 (2):208-212.
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Tracey L. Wanke
tracey@wildlife-specialists.com

EDUCATION
M.S. Biology - Bucknell University, 2009
Certification for Secondary Education in Biology and General Science - Mansfield University, 2006
B.S Biology, Minor in Psychology - Shippensburg University, 2003

PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS
Wildlife Ecologist, Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA
Veterinary Technician, Veterinary Medical Center, Mansfield, PA
Survey Crew Leader, The Nature Conservancy, Williamsport PA
Research Assistant, Shippensburg University, Shippensburg, PA

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
PA DCNR Wild Plant Management Permittee

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
The Wildlife Society
The PA Chapter of the Wildlife Society

CURRENT POSITION
Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA – Wildlife Ecologist, 2011 – Present
As a wildlife ecologist, Ms. Wanke coordinates and conducts rare and endangered species and other sensitive
habitat surveys for large projects including natural gas pipelines and well pads, seismic activity, wind facilities, and
utility and roadway rights of way. Her field experience is extensive and includes over a hundred environmental
assessments for these large project reviews. As crew leader for many of these projects, she is responsible for
project coordination, coordination of field survey operations and crews, habitat and presence/absence surveys,
collection and management of field data, and analysis and compilation of data into a technical report for clients
and regulatory agencies. She also assists staff with project proposal writing, client and agency negotiations, and
habitat management recommendations and plans.

RELATED EXPERIENCE
Threatened and Endangered Species: Ms. Wanke has extensive experience conducting habitat assessment and
presence/absence surveys for vulnerable habitat communities and state or federally-listed rare, threatened, or
endangered wildlife species. Sensitive wildlife species include the timber rattlesnake, Allegheny woodrat, upland
sandpiper, northern goshawk, bald eagle, bog turtle, Indiana bat, northern long-eared bat, eastern small-footed
bat, rare and invasive plants, and wetland delineation and monitoring. Indiana and northern long-eared bat
surveys have included habitat assessment, summer mist-netting, fall harp trapping, and volunteer winter
hibernacula surveys. Sensitive plant species include Selkirk’s violet, Clinton’s wood fern, roundleaf serviceberry,
twinflower, featherbells, yellow lady’s slipper, northeastern bulrush, stalked bulrush, northern water plantain,
and backwards, lesser-panicled, and slender sedge. She has documented or participated in the documentation of
two new populations of the Pennsylvania endangered northern water plantain.
Wetland Delineation: Ms. Wanke is experienced with delineating state- and federally-regulated wetlands
pursuant to the regional supplements of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Wetland Delineation Manual. She is
experienced in identifying wetland vegetation, hydrologic indicators, and hydric soil conditions in a variety of
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wetlands in Pennsylvania. She has also assisted with the continued monitoring of mitigated wetlands for presence
of hydrologic indicators and wetland vegetation as well as the monitoring and removal of invasive species. She
has three years of wetland delineation experience and has led or participated in over 30 wetland related projects.
ArcGIS Data Analysis and Reporting: Ms. Wanke is experienced with using ArcGIS to design field surveys and map
project areas and field data to be included in technical reports to clients and regulatory agencies. Final technical
report experience includes threatened and endangered species surveys and studies, wetland mitigation
monitoring, wetland delineation, and habitat enhancement plans.
Summer Mist Net Presence/Probable Absence Surveys: Ms. Wanke has conducted federal protocol mist net
surveys for the state and federally listed endangered Indiana bat and threatened northern long-eared bat based
on the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), Range Wide Indiana Bat Summer Survey Guidelines. Duties included
participation with site selection, acquiring land owner access, set up and take down of equipment, photographing
and measurement of captured bats, data recording and analysis and report writing and submittal.
Radio-telemetry and Roost Surveys: Ms. Wanke has conducted radio-telemetry and roost surveys on Northern
long-eared, small-footed, little brown, tri-colored, and silver-haired bats. Telemetry experience includes both
roost location and foraging telemetry.
Phase I Mine Portal Surveys and Potential Hibernacula Presence/Probable Absence Surveys: Ms. Wanke
conducts Phase I portal surveys looking for potential hibernacula and conducts presence/probable absence
surveys at potential hibernacula for the state and federally listed endangered Indiana Bat following the USFWS
Bat Survey Protocol for Assessing Use of Potential Hibernacula. Duties have included field and desktop habitat
assessment, set up and take down of equipment, collection and photographing of captured bats, and data
recording.
Winter Hibernacula Surveys: Ms. Wanke has volunteered to assist the Pennsylvania Game Commission, USFWS,
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation and the West Virginia Department of Natural
Resources with winter hibernacula mine and cave surveys to monitor populations of the Indiana bat, which
included onsite species counts of all bats encountered. Surveys have included several Western Pennsylvania
mines in 2014 (US Steele, Gateway, Steifle Park, Sno Cap Mushroom, Ambrosia, and Keystone Limestone), Barton
Hill Mine in New York in 2015, and Upper and Lower Beaverhole Caves in the Cheat Canyon of West Virginia in
2016.
Indiana Bat Protection and Enhancement Plans: Ms. Wanke has prepared an Indiana bat Habitat Conservation
Plan for a natural gas related project and several Indiana Bat Protection and Enhancement plans for coal related
projects based on USFWS guidelines. Work included habitat assessment of the Project areas, consultation with
regulatory agencies, GIS analysis and mapping of suitable habitat, and preparation of avoidance, minimization,
and mitigation measures.
Research and Additional Field Experience: Ms. Wanke’s research experience focused mainly on vernal pool
characteristics including macroinvertberate and herpetofauna sampling, chemical analysis, and metapopulation
dynamics and gene flow. Through this research she gained experience in the identification and handling of several
herpetofauna species including spotted, Jefferson, and marbled salamanders, red-spotted newts, wood frogs,
green frogs, northern cricket frogs, and spotted turtles. She has additional field experience in secondary forest
sampling methods, and aquatic studies including stream macroinvertebrate sampling using a variety of
techniques, water quality analysis, and nutrient uptake.
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John R. Mayersky III
johnm@wildlife-specialists.com

EDUCATION
B.S. Biology/Zoology – Delaware Valley University, 2013

PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS
Wildlife Biologist, Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA, 2015-present
Biologist I, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, Panama City, FL, 2014-2015
Biological Technician, Copperhead Environmental Consulting, Paint Lick, KY, 2013-2014
Wildlife Technician, Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA, 2012

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Qualified Bat Surveyor (QBS)
PADI certified

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
The Wildlife Society\PA Chapter of the Wildlife Society
Northeast Bat Working Group
Tennessee Bat Working Group

CURRENT POSITION
Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA – Wildlife Biologist, 2015 – Present
Mr. Mayersky has 5 years of experience conducting habitat assessment, summer mist-net, maternity colony
monitoring, and winter hibernacula surveys for the federally endangered Indiana bat. John is listed on the
Pennsylvania Game Commissions (PGC) list of Qualified Bat Surveyors (QBS). As a permitted biologist, he oversees
bat-related surveys and projects. Duties include project design, equipment acquisition, coordination of field
survey operations and wildlife technicians, attaining landowner access, coordination with clients and agencies,
habitat and presence/absence surveys, winter hibernacula surveys, identification of bats to species, and
preparation of project reports. As a wildlife biologist Mr. Mayersky also participates in threatened and endangered
mammal, herpetofauna, and rare and invasive plant surveys.

RELATED EXPERIENCE
Threatened and Endangered Species Surveys: Mr. Mayersky has extensive experience conducting field surveys
and population monitoring for state or federally-listed threatened or endangered wildlife species. John has also
conducted several multi-year biodiversity conservation studies to identify state and federally-listed threatened or
endangered species of plants and animals. Studies included identifying and documenting existing conditions to
assess the potential effects of proposed projects at multiple spatial scales. Studies included inventory of flora and
fauna, including mammals, herpetofauna, and vascular plants using a variety of sampling techniques. Sampling
methods included, but were not limited to: mine and cave censuses, mist net surveys, PVC tracking tube traps,
timber stand improvement, larval dip-netting, pitfall traps, and snake traps.
Mr. Mayersky has conducted field surveys or population monitoring for the following state or federally-listed rare,
threatened or endangered wildlife species:
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Mammals: Indiana bat, northern long-eared bat (M. septentrionalis), eastern small-footed bat (M. leibii),
gray bat, Virginia big-eared bat, southeastern bat (M. austroriparius), Florida bonneted bat (Eumops
floridanus), St. Andrew beach mouse (Peromyscus polionotus peninsularis)
Reptiles and Amphibians: timber rattlesnake (Crotalus horridus), Florida pine snake (Pituophis
melanoleucus mugitus), eastern indigo snake (Drymarchon couperi), reticulated flatwoods salamander
(Ambystoma bishopi)
Rare Plants: roundleaf serviceberry (Amelanchier sanguinea)

ArcGIS: Mr. Mayersky is experienced with enabling ArcGIS applications at multiple spatial scales and datums. He
has used ArcGIS to map potential roost trees for the Indiana bat and northern long-eared bat. He has conducted
land cover analysis to identify suitable and appropriate habitat for multiple species at different spatial scales to
increase the likelihood of species detection and preservation.
Spring Migration and Summer Mist-Net Surveys: Mr. Mayersky conducts spring migration, summer federal
protocol mist-net, acoustic, habitat assessment, and/or winter hibernacula surveys for the following federallylisted endangered bat species based on the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) protocols: Indiana bat, Virginia
big-eared bat, and gray bat. John has conducted federal protocol surveys since 2012, capturing thousands of bats
of all 9 species known to reside in the Northeastern U.S., as well as 7 other species in the Eastern U.S.
Bat Hibernacula Surveys: Mr. Mayersky has led and/or volunteered on these surveys to assist the West Virginia
Department of Natural Resources (WVDNR), Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGC), Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources (KDFWR), and the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) with winter
hibernacula mine and cave census surveys to monitor bat populations and the Indiana bat. These surveys entailed
conducting thorough on-site species counts of all bats encountered, photographing clusters of bats for remote
identification and counting, and identifying and photographing signs of White Nose Syndrome (WNS). Additional
surveys were also conducted to collect macroinvertebrate samples concurrently with the hibernacula censuses.
Radio-Telemetry: Mr. Mayersky has used radio-telemetry for the capture, radio-marking, and radio-tracking of
bats to identify day roosts (static tracking), and coordinated fixed station telemetry to triangulate positions of
actively foraging bats. He has also used radio telemetry towers while driving transects to facilitate in foraging bat
movements. He has radio-tracked bats to specific roost structures, radio-tracked from vehicles and on foot. He
has used coded (nanotags) and non-coded radio transmitters, and assisted with PIT tag and GPS transmitter
application on bats.
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Rex C. Everett
rex@wildlife-specialists.com

EDUCATION
B.S. Wildlife Science – SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry, 2011

PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS
Assistant Herpetologist, Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA
Wild Turkey Biologist Aide, Pennsylvania Game Commission, Harrisburg, PA
Biological Construction Monitor, West Branch Limited, LLC, Galeton, PA
Research Assistant, Penn State University, University Park, PA
Field Technician, Ohio University, Athens, OH

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Qualified PA Timber Rattlesnake Construction Monitor
Qualified NJ Tertiary Venomous Snake Monitor
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture Certified Pesticide Applicator in Categories 5, 6, 9, and 10
Qualified Stormwater Manager

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
International Erosion Control Association
Society for the Study of Amphibians and Reptiles
The Wildlife Society

EXPERIENCE
Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA – Assistant Herpetologist, 2015-Present
Mr. Everett has 7 years professional experience conducting wildlife surveys and research. At Wildlife Specialists
he primarily coordinates and assists with Phase I and Phase II timber rattlesnake surveys and report preparation.
He also is estimator and project manager for habitat management projects. As a Qualified Timber Rattlesnake
Construction Monitor, he provides on-site mitigation services to developers. He also assists with Allegheny
woodrat and eastern small-footed bat habitat surveys, data management, report review, and development of new
service areas.

RELATED EXPERIENCE
Timber Rattlesnake Surveys: Mr. Everett has extensive experience in research and survey of timber
rattlesnakes in Pennsylvania. As a volunteer for the PA Fish and Boat Commission Timber Rattlesnake Site
Assessment and Inventory Project he conducted habitat assessments of more than 100 new denning and gestation
sites and conducted radio telemetry research. Additional research on timber rattlesnake habitat use and landscape
ecology was conducted while employed as a research assistant with Pennsylvania State University. He has
assisted with timber rattlesnake Phase I and Phase II surveys on 13 projects in Pennsylvania and has provided
construction monitoring services on 8 projects in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
Habitat Management: Mr. Everett is experienced with tree felling and herbicide applications. He has worked on
projects that involve crop tree release, golden-winged warbler habitat creation, hack-and-squirt herbicide, basal
bark herbicide, foliar herbicide, cut stump herbicide, and tree planting. As a project manager, he has overseen
thousands of acres of work.
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Additional Research and Field Experience: Mr. Everett has worked as a technician on several wildlife research
projects. In addition to projects related to the timber rattlesnake, he has been the lead technician on a hen wild
turkey survival and harvest rate study and the lead technician on a project examining the effects of prescribed fire
on reptile communities. He has assisted with research projects and surveys of eastern massasauga rattlesnakes,
saw-whet owls, eastern spiny softshell turtles, eastern hellbenders, Canada geese, and a variety of other species.
He is proficient at bird identification and has assisted with spring migration bird surveys.
ArcGIS Data Analysis and Reporting: Mr. Everett has experience with GPS and ArcGIS applications to
produce map data for client and agency reports on sensitive species and their habitats. He has also developed a
statewide model in ArcGIS for wild turkey habitat suitability in Pennsylvania. Final technical report experience
includes threatened and endangered species surveys and wildlife research annual reports.
Radio Telemetry: Mr. Everett has conducted VHF telemetry on timber rattlesnakes, black racers, eastern box
turtles, and eastern kingsnakes. He has used satellite-based telemetry to locate wild turkeys. As a field technician
and research assistant he has experience assisting with surgical transmitter implantation and external transmitter
attachment on a variety of species.

PUBLICATIONS
Casalena, M. J., D. Diefenbach, W. Vreeland, and R. Everett. 2013. Hen turkey fall harvest rates and
annual survival rates. Annual report. Pennsylvania Game Commission, Bureau of Wildlife Management,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Casalena, M. J., D. Diefenbach, W. Vreeland, and R. Everett. 2014. Hen turkey fall harvest rates and
annual survival rates. Annual report. Pennsylvania Game Commission, Bureau of Wildlife
Management, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Casalena, M. J., R. Everett, W. C. Vreeland, D. R. Diefenbach, and I. D. Gregg. 2016. Timing of spring
wild turkey hunting in relation to nest incubation. Proceedings of the National Wild Turkey
Symposium 11:237-247.
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Cody Felton
cody@wildlife-specialists.com

EDUCATION
Business Management - Goshen College, 2009

PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS
CFO/Co-owner, Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA
Owner, Felton Properties, Quakertown, PA
Laborer, Felton Construction, Quakertown, PA
Biology Assistant, Goshen Reith Center, Goshen, IN

CURRENT POSITION
Wildlife Specialists, LLC, Wellsboro, PA – CFO/Co-owner, 2008 – Present
Mr. Felton coordinates and manages daily office operations including project oversight and scheduling, employee
scheduling, invoicing, and purchasing and tracking of company assets. As a GIS and information technologies
specialist, he developed an information system that helps to streamline activities and ensure data is shared from
all office locations. In addition, he assists staff with troubleshooting technological applications and devices. When
needed, he serves as a technician on rare and endangered species surveys.
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APPENDIX B. Select Project Profiles
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Sensitive Habitat and Threatened and Endangered Species Survey
Natural Gas Pipeline Project, Marshlands, Tioga and Potter Counties, Pennsylvania, 2010
Wildlife Specialists was contracted to conduct sensitive habitat and threatened and endangered species surveys
for the development of approximately 45,000 acres of natural gas well pads, gathering pipelines, water retention
pits, compressor stations, and access roads in the Marshlands Play area on state forest lands in Tioga and Potter
Counties, Pennsylvania. Wildlife Specialists provided services throughout the entire process, including the initial
submission of a Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) environmental review. This initial review
provided the client with a long list of potentially impacted habitat areas and species, as well as specific avoidance
areas in order to aid in project planning, expedite the review process, and minimize mitigation requirements.
Subsequent environmental reviews and coordination with state and federal agencies on specific project locations
reduced this list of potentially impacted species to Indian bats, Allegheny woodrats, timber rattlesnakes, wetlands,
and rare plants.
A federal protocol mist-net survey to determine presence or probable absence of the Indiana bat was required by
the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGC). Wildlife Specialists was
the primary firm on the project and designed and implemented a mist-net survey across the entire Marshlands
gas development area. This included 130 net sites which were identified by a Qualified Indiana Bat Surveyor in
the field, and netted according to the 2007 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Indiana Bat Draft Recovery Plan. Over
1,400 bats comprising 8 different species were captured during the project. No Indiana bats were captured and
a report documenting these findings was submitted to the USFWS and PGC upon completion of the project.
The Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat
Commission, and the PGC identified additional impacts to rare plants, wetlands, timber rattlesnakes, and
Allegheny woodrats. Wildlife Specialists provided all of these services and submitted reports to the respective
agencies documenting our findings and providing habitat recommendations when needed. Our client, in
coordination with the state agencies, was able to use these recommendations to guide project planning decisions,
expedite the review process, and mitigate for or avoid all sensitive habitat and species occurrences within the
project area.
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Threatened and Endangered Species Survey #1
Natural Gas Pipeline Project, Lycoming County, Pennsylvania, 2010-2013
Wildlife Specialists was contracted to conduct habitat surveys for a large natural gas pipeline project consisting of
a network of pipelines, well pads, impoundments, access roads, and a compressor station on state forest lands.
This project highlights many of the services we offer as well as our close working relationship with state regulatory
agencies. This relationship helps to ensure compliance with regulations and negotiate project terms and
mitigation to expedite the permitting process. A Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory environmental review
identified a potential impact from this project on several species under these agency jurisdictions including the
timber rattlesnake, the Allegheny woodrat, and Oake’s evening primrose. In addition, as part of the permitting
process on state forest lands a baseline invasive plant species survey was conducted prior to construction
activities.
Timber rattlesnake services included habitat and presence/absence surveys, construction monitoring, and a study
using radio-telemetry. During Phase I surveys of the project area potential timber rattlesnake critical denning and
gestating habitat was found. Because of this and the known presence of timber rattlesnakes in the vicinity, a
monitor was used throughout construction of the project to move any snakes out of the work area. This also
provided a unique opportunity for Wildlife Specialists in conjunction with the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat
Commission (PFBC) and the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (PA DCNR) to study
the movements of rattlesnakes and their response to well pad construction. Wildlife Specialists trapped and
surgically implanted transmitters into 10 rattlesnakes and tracked their movements during construction activities
for an 8-month period starting in April of 2011. The findings of the study suggested that although timber
rattlesnakes did forage and utilize habitats within and near construction sites, they primarily avoided the well pad
site and no snakes were harmed during the construction process.
Woodrat services included habitat surveys and the development and implementation of a habitat enhancement
plan following Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGC) guidelines. During habitat surveys, evidence of current and
past use by Allegheny woodrats including food caches and latrines was observed. Based on these findings, Wildlife
Specialists developed a habitat management plan that included a combination of Adaptive Management Practices
to enhance forest habitat around activity centers and mitigate secondary impacts of the project. Management
activities were implemented and completed by Wildlife Specialists in 2013.
Botanical surveys were conducted for the rare plant Oake’s evening primrose and to establish a baseline of
invasive species occurring in the project area prior to construction activities. In addition, we also developed and
implemented a wetland enhancement plan for known wetlands that contained the invasive species Japanese stilt
grass and Japanese barberry. Only low potential habitat and no occurrences of Oake’s evening primrose were
found within the project area, clearing the project of any impacts to this species. Several invasive species were
found mainly around existing disturbance areas like roads, trails, drainages, or homesteads. The baseline
information was used in guiding construction activities to stop the spread of invasive species into new areas and
minimize future mitigation measures.
Working between the client and the regulatory agencies, Wildlife Specialists was able to clear or mitigate any
impacts of this project on the special concern species. This project is now well underway, and Wildlife Specialists
continues to work with the client to provide additional surveys and monitoring services needed to bring the
project to completion.
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Threatened and Endangered Species Survey #2
Natural Gas Pipeline and Well Pad Project, Butler County, Pennsylvania, 2012 - 2013
Wildlife Specialists was contracted to conduct surveys for a system of natural gas pipelines and well pads and their
associated infrastructure on private lands in Butler County, Pennsylvania. This project consisted of approximately
13 miles of natural gas pipeline, access roads, and a well pad. Through a Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory
Environmental Review, the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) identified a
possible impact of this project on round-leaf serviceberry, small yellow lady’s slipper and featherbells. The
Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGE) identified a potential impact from this project on the upland sandpiper.
Botanical surveys were done in accordance with DCNR protocols and a list of all botanical species encountered
was recorded. None of the target species were observed within the project areas, and we were able to
recommend that most of the project proceed as outlined. We did encounter two populations of the Pennsylvania
endangered northern water plantain within two small streams that traversed the proposed pipeline route. Our
findings and recommendations were presented to the client who was then able to come up with an avoidance
plan. The avoidance plan was accepted by DCNR, and the project was able to continue without any further
coordination with the agency.
Starting in September of 2012, we conducted a habitat suitability index (HSI) survey for the upland sandpiper
following PGC protocols. The upland sandpiper prefers a diverse assemblage of grasslands for feeding and nesting
and can often be found in agricultural areas, the dominant cover type in the project area. Our HSI data was
presented to the PGC who determined that suitable habitat was present in the project area and presence/absence
surveys were warranted. We submitted a presence/absence survey plan to the PGC for approval. These surveys
were completed by Wildlife Specialists in May and June of 2013, and no upland sandpipers were observed. The
project was cleared of any impact to the upland sandpiper and could proceed as planned.
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Threatened and Endangered Species Survey #3
Natural Gas Well Pad and Temporary Waterline, Elk County, Pennsylvania
Several natural gas projects consisting of pipelines, well pads and their associated infrastructure have been
constructed or are in the construction phase within the Allegheny National Forest, home to populations of the
northern goshawk. Due to its restricted range in Pennsylvania and specific habitat requirements, the northern
goshawk is particularly vulnerable to habitat modification. Through Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory
Environmental Reviews, the Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGC) identified a potential impact from
construction of a well pad and temporary waterline, on the northern goshawk. Wildlife Specialists was contracted
to complete the PGC requested surveys for both projects.
Well pad habitat surveys were conducted in the fall and consisted of a leaf-off nest survey to determine whether
northern goshawks were potentially nesting in the project area. Potential nests were observed during the survey
and a report with the findings and recommendations was presented to the client and the PGC. This information
guided construction decisions so that nesting areas could be avoided and to expedite the review process for the
project.
The temporary waterline surveys were conducted in April during the breeding season and consisted of a
presence/absence dawn acoustical survey following PGC protocols. In its guidelines, the PGC suggested that all
construction activities in the project area be avoided between March 15th and August 15th. Because the client
wanted to complete construction prior to this, Wildlife Specialists negotiated with the PGC to come up with an
acceptable survey protocol to expedite the review process. Several listening stations were sampled throughout
the approximately 1600-acre area surrounding the proposed waterline. One northern goshawk and its nest were
observed during the surveys.
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Wetland Delineation and Monitoring
Natural Gas Pipeline Replacement, Potter County, Pennsylvania, 2009-2013
Wildlife Specialists provided wetland services for a multi-year project consisting of the replacement of pipelines
and related infrastructure within a natural gas storage basin in Potter County, Pennsylvania. Services included prereplacement wetland delineation and post-replacement monitoring in order to minimize or mitigate any impacts
to wetlands within the replacement areas. Reports documenting the occurrence of these resources and habitat
recommendations were provided to the client and regulatory agencies for the purposes of project planning,
resource avoidance, and as contributing documentation for regulatory permitting when avoidance was not
possible.
Starting in 2009, Wildlife Specialists delineated a total of 32 wetlands at several replacement sites. Pipeline
replacement has since been completed at many of these sites and is scheduled for the remaining sites in the near
future. These wetlands as well as another 26 wetlands and stream crossings are currently being or will be
monitored twice annually to evaluate the progress of wetland and stream habitat restoration and the spread of
invasive species. Additionally, invasive species are being monitored at two replacement sites that contained
populations of rare plants. Depending on the pipeline replacement schedule, monitoring will continue annually
at some sites into 2016.
Known populations of the rare plant species, backwards sedge and stalked bulrush, were in close proximity to one
of the proposed replacement sites. Wildlife Specialists found and delineated the boundaries of the known
populations to determine whether they could be avoided so the project could proceed as planned. In the process,
we observed populations of the PA endangered northern water plantain. Based on our observations and
recommendations, the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources anticipated no impact
on these species provided the client followed several protection measures, including annual monitoring of the
populations. Wildlife Specialists developed a monitoring plan based on DCNR requirements and have begun post
replacement monitoring at the site.
Monitoring at most of the replacement sites has shown that avoidance and mitigation measures are working to
restore impacted wetlands. In addition, rare plant populations are currently doing well, and the spread of invasive
species has been minimized. Where problems have been observed, Wildlife Specialists provided the client with
recommendations that help to meet mitigation requirements and lead to full restoration of mitigated wetlands.
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